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VSP: Sales?  
«For us marketing is a complete business process. 
We  do not separate marketing tasks from other 
tasks facing our team. Detailed understanding of 
special capabilities of technical solutions by partners-
manufacturers; a programme of competitive 
intelligence; the whole standard tool set for 
communication with a customer — site, specialised 
literature, seminars, exhibitions, … — this is 
marketing. All this in the end makes it possible to 
efficiently solve technical tasks posed by our 
customers».

The company approach to work, and our vision of the main goal and values which we would like to provide for working 
in the market are all down to these words. 

VSP is specialising in two main business lines — Instrumentation products and Intrinsically safe interfaces and 
systems. We are actively developing the Electromechanics business as well. The final stage of our work is supply of 
equipment to the customer, i.e. sales. It is quite obvious that by the time the deal is closed, by the time the customer is 
ready to make a decision and a choice in favour of a specific technical solution and in the end to choose a supplier, 
one has to go a long way and a lot of work is needed. 
A modern market of industrial equipment is flooded with solutions by various manufacturers — from high class latest 
developments of the world level and down to simplistic products tailored for some tasks. By and large, any product 
finds its buyer. And taking into account current situation, both globally, and in our market in Russia, the factor of a 
stringent competition between ‘class mates’ is more than up-to-date. The end-user will select only those solutions 
which fully comply with his requirements — starting with technical specification, prices and additional services and 
down to such ‘subtleties’ as a company reputation, its reliability, specialists’ competence, ... 

The principle algorithm of the work process is simple enough — present the solution or product to the customer, 
describe it the best way possible, highlight its strong features and advantages, offer an appealing pricing — and the 
customer is ready to buy. In real life things appear to be a bit more complicated. In the first place, the range of 
possibilities to choose a technical solution; market saturation with commercial entities competing for an order; stringent 
customer requirements to suppliers, including customer expectation of a certain level of the supplier’s financial 
sustainability, reliability and readiness to comply with rather complicated commercial terms. And finally, fight for ‘talents’ 
— a good team of specialists defines the real potential of the company. To be in tune with timely market demands is 
becoming more and more difficult. 

Stephen R. Covey, a worldwide recognized guru of business consulting, in his bestseller ‘The 7 Habits of Highly 
Effective People’ is promoting the idea of working in the first place on one’s principle basis, on the character of a 
personality, on formation and strengthening of one’s backbone. This is the only way, as per Covey, for a person to 
actually develop, to become a meaningful member of the society, capable of being useful to the community, one’s 
family, the company he works for, capable of building strong and long-lasting relationships, and, in the end, to be 
realized as a personality and live a balanced life. And, on the contrary, if one would decide to ‘cut corners’, the resulting 
effect of such an optimization would be at best short-term. 

It is impossible to grow a healthy tree not looking 
after its roots.
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If we overlay the paradigm of a successful person on the plan of 
development of a successful business, on the company which is 
developing year by year, which is to a lesser degree affected by 
external factors and is capable to withstand competitive attacks 
— such a company must rely on a longterm strategy, focused on 
a stable development and generating real market value. Such a 
company must be ready to build relationship with the employees 
on the basis of an open and fair approach as well, again being 
oriented on a prospective and longterm cooperation. Everyone 
wins from such ‘working philosophy’ — employees, company, 
customers, and market on the whole. 

«Comprehensively investing 
every year in VSP 
development, in professional 
advancement of specialists, 
we strive to work at a new 
level, keeping in mind basic 
principles — competence, 
professionalism, quality and 
long-term strategy. Creating 
special working conditions for 
the team, allowing to realise 
potential of its every member, 
we want to provide for a 
confident standing in life for 
every person working at VSP. 
A modern market makes high 
level demands on all those 
involved in business. We 
believe that building an open 
and longterm relationship 
within the company, with 
customers and partners 
present to VSP possibilities 
for implementing plans for 
the company development.»





VSP: Republic of 
Belarus.  
The main markets where VSP has been active for a third 
decade already are Russia and Belarus. Solutions on all the 
company business lines — Instrumentation products, 
Intrinsically safe interfaces and systems, Electromechanics, as 
well as tasks which we deal with in terms of a Project approach 
(Eurotherm, Emerson and WIKA) — have found their 
application and are used at end users’ sites in the Republic of 
Belarus. Adding to the active marketing programme in 
Belorussia, we took part in the «Automation. Electronics-2017» 
exhibition in Minsk in 2017. At the VSP booth «MTL Intrinsically 
Safe technologies and solutions in terms of Functional Safety 
Standards» company specialists presented new developments 
by the partner- manufacturer. In March this year at the new 
venue of the «Automation. Electronics-2019» exhibition in 
Minsk VSP employees presented the latest MTL developments 
for intrinsic safety on the basis of well proven series of barriers 
with galvanic isolation and shunt-diode barriers, as well as a 
new MTL830C (http://vsp-co.org/01-2019-06.html) multiplexing 
system. Some agreements were reached with a number of end-
users related to a possibility of detailed presentations of new 
MTL developments. And mid August we were pleased to be 
back in Belarus. 

Naftan, Polymir, LLK Naftan, 
Grodno AZOT, GIAP — 
Sergey Kosik, VSP Regional 
representative, told 
technical specialists about 
MTL developments to 
provide for reliable and safe 
operation of industrial sites. 

Far from complete list of new solutions by Eaton Electric 
(former MTL Instruments) presented to customers and 
engineers of the design institute covered: 

- a new series of signal converters MTL1000;
- new additions to a Zener barriers range of MTL7700; 
- new additions to isolators MTL4500/MTL5500;
- upgrade of HART multiplexers line;
- IS computer terminals GECMA Work Station;
- a new series of temperature multiplexers MTL830C. 

A VSP representative discussed with technical specialists some 
new extended VSP capabilities on Instrumentation products 
and other company businesses as well. 
Prospective goals for further modernization of key Belorussian 
enterprises, practical operational tasks, meeting old partners, 
new developments — all the tasks for a business trip fulfilled.
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HEATTREATMENT-2019.
On September 17-19, in Moscow, the 13th international specialised 

exhibition of technologies and equipment for heat treatment 
"HEATTREATMENT-2019" took place. The team of VSP and Eurotherm 
specialists presented to customers and partners Eurotherm engineering 

solutions at the stand "Eurotherm Technologies and Solutions.

Oil&Gas-2019, Samara.
From 22 to 24 October, based on the venue of the «Oil Extraction. Oil 

Refining. Chemistry» exhibition in Samara, 
a VSP team carried out a seminar for industry specialists — «Functional 

Safety Standards and Intrinsically safe technologies and Solutions by 
MTL». Samara Region is one of the main focus areas for our team.

OIL&GAS-2019, Kazan: "New MTL solutions for intrinsic safety".
2-4 September in Kazan, the team of VSP specialists presented to 

customers and partners the latest MTL developments  for intrinsic safety 
at the stand "New MTL solutions for intrinsic safety" at the international 

specialized exhibition "Oil, Gas, Petrochemistry».



VSP: HMI-Solutions.  
«Today, due to the development of information technologies we have multiple ways to present 
information. Capabilities of computer visualizaion are widely applied in various sectors of 
modern industry.
Industrial automation market is one of the most dynamically developing one in the world.
Each year brings more and more products and solutions with the aim of making production 
processes more straightforward and optimized. Industrial automation follows the general trend 
in Information technologies, human-machine interfaces (HMI) with enhanced capabilities of 
processing and displaying information».

https://www.vsp-co.org/gecma-solutions-hmi.htm  

Starting with the year 2008, Gecma Components electronic GmbH, Germany has become part 
of Eaton Electric Limited (former MTL Instruments). The VSP Company as the official MTL 
partner in Russia was glad to join activities on the new for us at the time solutions for 
visualization. As of today Gecma remote terminals and computers are used in many critical 
technological processes in Russia, Belorussia and Kazakhstan — a long way covered from 
the basic understanding of Gecma potential in Russia to a confident VSP position as a team 
with certain competence and understanding of actual customer requirements in applications 
for process visualization.

At the end of October 2019, VSP specialists, Oxana Klochenko, VSP Director, and Roman 
Kanshin, Business line manager met with the partners during a business trip to Germany. 
There was a visit to a manufacturing site of our new partner Systec & Solutions (https://
www.systec-solutions.com/en/startpage). With account of an active project base on already 
established Gecma solutions in Russia, VSP employees could not but discussed the whole 
range of questions with Gecma representatives in Kerpen.
An extended visit agenda to Germany covered visits to production sites and getting 
acquainted with the companies employees, discussions on joint plans for further development 
of business positions in Russia, detailing competitive advantages and distinctive capabilities 
and some concrete working issues on current projects.
In spite of the fact that VSP has started cooperation with Systec & Solutions company in the 
middle of the current year, we are already implementing a new and interesting frame project 
with a new partner on launching a MES-system at an advanced pharmaceutical enterprise in 
Russia.

Manufacturing execution systems (MES) are computerized systems used in manufacturing, to 
track and document the transformation of raw materials to finished goods. MES provides 
information that helps manufacturing decision makers understand how current conditions on 
the plant floor can be optimized to improve production output. MES works in real time to 
enable the control of multiple elements of the production process (e.g. inputs, personnel, 
machines and support services).

https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/MES 

We were happy with the opportunity to 
meet VSP partners in Germany, to discuss 
a potential of joint business in Russia and 
to agree further plans of work.
We are glad to present a new section of 
the company site dedicated to HMI-
solutions:
https://www.vsp-co.org/en-hmi.html 
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VSP: Instrumentation products. 
Business trip to India. 
Instrumentation products has been one of the main VSP business lines for over 23 years. Our team was the first to 
present Parker Hannifin solutions to Russian customers — in the year 1996 in the capacity of the distributor for the 
partner- manufacturer VSP started its history of development as an expert on Instrumentation products. 
Over the years the company accumulated a certain expertise and competence, having realized thousands of projects 
in terms of Instrumentation products. Knowledge gained on Instrumentation products and understanding of the market 
requirements of the end-users formed the basis, the foundation, which led to recognition of the fact that VSP main 
value comes from the nature of our work. Not a manufacturer, but having a certain expertise, the company has to act 
as a vehicle for solutions but not a supplier of a brand. 

VSP main role in the market and a task lies in 
providing the customer with an accurate solution both 
for a concrete project, as well as in terms of a frame 
cooperation, keeping in mind in the first place 
operational requirements of the technological 
process and interests of the customer. 

An independent position of VSP as an expert on 
Instrumentation products solutions constitutes the 
main value of the company. 

For a stringent environment of aggressive media in the reactor at a chemical plant the optimum solution would be 
instrumentation products of a certain manufacturer, and for an instrument air product application the selection criteria 
would certainly differ; for implementing projects in nuclear power or for military-industrial applications the end user or, 
in some cases, the manufacturer of instrumentation products will set forward certain terms on cooperation. Focusing 
on a complete set of real marketing conditions, VSP is forming a new approach to work on Instrumentation products 
business line. 

One of the main prerequisites to support and develop a competent level of the company specialists is to broaden the 
horizon — a detailed understanding of real capabilities of a given supplier and a manufacturer. The list of practices of a 
program for education and development of VSP specialists comprises a possibility to visit manufacturing sites of 
partners with whom the company cooperates. It is public knowledge that personal acquaintance and communication 
can’t be substituted — as they say, a picture is worth a thousand words... 
We keep with the principle in our work. 

During one of the meetings in the Moscow VSP office with the PANAM team, Jagdish Prajapati, the Managing Director 
of the company, invited VSP specialists to visit a PANAM site in India in the city of Ahmedabad. With account of the 
potential we see on our side in PANAM instrumentation products, which is as well supported by some projects already 
implemented in Russia based on PANAM, we were pleased to accept the invitation. 

During a business trip to India early December the 
team of VSP specialists visited manufacturing sites of 
the two companies — HAVI and PANAM.



We are grateful to representatives of the Indian 
manufacturers for an opportunity to discuss current 
market challenges, possibilities to develop cooperation on 
the Russian market, for demonstration of manufacturing 
potential of the companies, quality standards, for 
hospitality and time. 

From the early times India was considered to be an 
amazing land of wisdom and knowledge, a country were a 
deep respect for nature and unique potential of natural 
riches applied in the interests of the whole community. 
Today India is a country with a powerful intellectual 
potential allowing for an active position and achievements 
in space exploration too, in the area of big data, in IT-
industry; more and more Indian companies prove 
themselves to be suppliers of products with the focus on 
long-term cooperation at the international level, for 
regulated critical applications. 

A recent business trip to 
India is one of the most 
exciting and interesting, 
and not only in the year 
2019. We count on further 
development of 
relationship and business 
with new partners, with 
companies VSP has been 
cooperating for years now 
in terms of the 
re-engineered 
Instrumentation products 
business line.
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Kiev, Ukraine


+38 050 4147733
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